
METRAIL

ADVANCED HYBRID MONORAIL SYSTEM
THE WORLD’S MOST INNOVATIVE 

ECONOMICALLY SUSTAINABLE PUBLIC TRANSPORT



● Metrail

The Metrail system, with its core powertrain 

technology developed by Frazer-Nash, is the next 

generation monorail.  

It utilises the latest advances in microelectronics, 

lightweight composite materials and fully computerised 

traction and control systems to give state-of-the-art 

public transport for the cities of today.

● Metrail Features

Ultra Safe - low voltage.•	

Economically Sustainable - locally assembled, •	

operated and maintained.

The world’s most technologically advanced Monorail •	

System.

Self-powered: No electric traction infrastructure.•	

Low build and operating costs.•	

● Frazer-Nash Research

Founded in the 1920’s, Frazer-Nash enjoys an 

enviable reputation  

for its pioneering 

engineering and 

design expertise.

From world 

beating sports cars 

in the early days, to 

today’s innovative products, Frazer-Nash designs and 

develops products for a changing world using the latest 

technologies.

Introduction

Increasing concerns about global warming and 

pollution are reflected every day in the world’s press.

Metrail’s use of hybrid technology and solar power 

make it the natural choice for clean and efficient 

transportation.

The Metrail system is far more environmentally 

friendly than all other rail systems. Metrail emissions 

per passenger kilometre are a small fraction of those 

produced by grid powered systems.

● Carbon Credits

Carbon Credits are a new concept devised by public 

and private entities.

An enterprise can make greenhouse gas emission 

reductions for a relatively low cost by selling the rights 

to those reductions, (carbon credits), to an organisation 

which would find it expensive to achieve the same level 

of reduction through in-house activities.

Environment

● Carbon Credits Example

CO2 Emissions from LRT per passenger per km = 200g

Number of Passengers carried per day = 150,000

CO2 produced per 15,000 passengers per day = 30 Tonnes

Average distance per day per passenger = 16km

CO2 Emissions per day = 480 Tonnes

CO2 Emissions per year = 175,200 Tonnes

Carbon Trading Price (03/03/2008) = €20.85

Total Benefit per year = €3,652,920
Source: Pointcarbon.com

	 ▲	Archie Frazer-Nash.

▲ Frazer-Nash Electric Road Train at the 2000 Sydney Olympics

▲ 1950 -2007 Zonal Mean Change - Surface Temperature ˚C (Source: NASA GISS)



● Cost

Economically viable to build, operate and maintain. •	

Locally assembled.•	

Comparative graphs illustrating the economic •	

advantages of Metrail are shown on the right.

Implementation period typically 18-24 months.•	

● Safety

The Metrail rolling stock builds on the unparalleled •	

safety record of straddle beam monorails.

Metrail is fully supported with all the necessary •	

safety systems for full network implementation, such as 

signalling, ATC, ATP and communications.

Grade separated.•	

Derailment virtually impossible.•	

Zero straddle-beam monorail passenger fatalities in •	

over 100 years use.

All Metrail safety systems conform to the latest •	

international standards and feature multiple 

redundancy for failsafe operation.

● Environmental benefits of Metrail Hybrid

Metrail is quiet and energy efficient - especially with •	

the optional addition of solar panels.

The multiple fuel engine and generator used on the •	

Metrail system have far lower emissions than the “Euro 

IV” standard. 

It should be noted that Euro emission standards generally 

relate to cars carrying up to 4 passengers whereas a Metrail 

carriage carries in excess of 90 passengers. Therefore the 

proportional emission per passenger is far lower than the “Euro 

IV” standard.

The graphs shown on these pages highlight the 

distinct advantage of the self-powered Metrail system 

over conventional grid-powered systems. Emission of 

prime pollutants is a fraction of conventional rail.

● Metrail – Unique features

Self-powered carriages.•	

Proprietary powertrain and bogie design.•	

Unique multi-wheel steering on the bogies.•	

Independent double wishbone suspension on the •	

bogies.

Innovative digital instrument driver cluster - “glass •	

cockpit”.

Proprietary modular multiplexing.•	

First to use mass produced wheels, tyres and •	

running gear – proven in billions of driven miles.

● Metrail – Unique technology 

Metrail is the most technologically advanced •	

monorail system in the world. 

Metrail is the only system that fits easily into existing •	

urban corridors without the need for infrastructure 

support from a national grid, power stations or sub-

stations.

With the ability to bank the guideway, tilt the •	

monorail vehicle and operate effectively in virtually 

all environments and terrains, Metrail negotiates tight 

curves within acceptable passenger comfort levels.

● Metrail – The benefits

Low cost infrastructure and rolling stock•	

Economically viable operation and maintenance.•	

Low carriage weight to passenger ratio.  •	

Minimal turn radius.•	

No grid power required for traction - Metrail •	

operates using low voltage on-board captive power.

Why Metrail?
▼ Operation & Maintenance Cost per Passenger Km

▼ Emissions per Passenger Km

▼ Overall System Cost - Monorail and Typical LRT Systems Compared with Metrail

▼ Fuel Cost per Passenger Km (with a/c)



● Metrail Plus

An economically viable monorail system for use as a 

standalone network up to 25,000 pphpd.

Equally suitable for feeder networks to existing LRT 

and rail systems with narrow capture corridors.

● Metrail Super

A cost effective solution to city and urban mass 

transit needs with capacities of up to 40,000 pphpd.

● Metrail Ultra

The ultimate public transport system for city and 

inter-city mass transit with capabilities of over 55,000 

pphpd.

Capacity per car End Middle

Regular Load Total (4 passengers/m2) 46 60

or Full Load Total (6 passengers/m2) 69 90

or Crush Load Total (8 passengers/m2) 92 120

Weight: 1,000Kg Drive Wheel Loading (Crush Capacity)

Carriage Sizes Height: Width: Length:

4,225mm 2,700mm 10,000mm

Minimum Curve Radius: 30 metres

Capacity per car End Middle

Regular Load Total (4 passengers/m2) 67 88

or Full Load Total (6 passengers/m2) 101 133

or Crush Load Total (8 passengers/m2) 123 155

Weight: 1,500Kg Drive Wheel Loading (Crush Capacity)

Carriage Sizes Height: Width: Length:

5,000mm 2,800mm 10,000mm

Minimum Curve Radius: 35 metres

Capacity per car End Middle

Regular Load Total (4 passengers/m2) 73 96

or Full Load Total (6 passengers/m2) 110 146

or Crush Load Total (8 passengers/m2) 134 170

Weight: 2,000Kg Drive Wheel Loading (Crush Capacity)

Carriage Sizes Height: Width: Length:

5,100mm 3,000mm 10,000mm

Minimum Curve Radius: 40 metres

Scaleability
▼ METRAIL PLUS

▼ METRAIL SUPER

▼ METRAIL ULTRA



▲ Roof-mounted panels feed into the on-board traction batteries and thus 
supplement the on-board generated power.

▲ Metrail’s unique multiple steering system allows a turn radius below 30 metres, facilitating networks in locations previously impossible to achieve with 
conventional rail or other monorail types.

▲ Conventional rail and LRT require expensive, massive civil and 
electrical infrastructure.

▲ Metrail’s infrastructure design is simple and economically viable - 
there’s no need for an external power supply.

http://www.spiekermann.com/iblog/rss.
xml

● Hybrid Power Generation

The latest generation low emission, direct injection 

diesel engine and generator fitted to each carriage 

provides the main on-board source of electrical power 

for the electric drive train.

These engines operate at a fixed generating speed 

but do not need to run continually. They have been 

optimised digitally to further reduce exhaust emissions 

and maximise fuel economy.

● Electric Motors

The use of proprietary brushless AC electric motors 

to power each drive wheel enables a smaller and more 

compact bogie design. 

Regenerative braking converts the kinetic energy 

from the monorail’s motion into electrical energy. This 

energy is stored for future use to accelerate the monorail 

instead of dissipating it as heat in a mechanical brake. 

Without the usual bogie intrusions into the passenger  

compartment, Metrail maximises passenger capacity as 

well as producing a lower, flat floored vehicle, reducing the 

overall height of the carriage and improving stability.

● Lightweight Construction 

Reduced power requirements as a result of lighter 

carriages, means that smaller, lighter engines, fuel tanks, 

batteries and traction equipment are used.

Remarkable carriage body weight savings have been 

achieved in the construction of the Metrail carriages 

by the adoption of the latest lightweight construction 

materials, such as Carbon Fibre and Kevlar.

The transference of well proven components from 

the technically advanced aerospace and automotive 

industries replace traditional heavy LRT chassis and 

bogie components, providing significant maintenance 

advantages.

The low carriage weight per passenger ratio clearly 

demonstrates the efficiency of Metrail compared to other 

systems as shown in the graph below.

● Solar Energy

Metrail provides a radical new response to the key 

issues of global warming, increasing pollution and rising 

fuel costs.

Metrail’s electric drive enables a variety of energy 

inputs to be harnessed; battery, hybrid engine and solar 

energy. Advances in solar panel technology have now 

made solar power generation a viable energy alternative. 

It is free, clean and available worldwide. 

Solar panels fitted to the large, unobstructed roof 

area of the monorail carriages and stations provide a 

significant on-board energy supplement.

Driveline & Energy

Infrastructure

● Solar Power to Motor Power

At the worldwide average insolation level of 5.18kWh/

m2/day, and at 15% efficiency, a roof mounted solar array 

would output an average of 1kW per carriage. 

This would virtually power one of the twelve drive 

motors on each Metrail Plus carriage, continually.

A Metrail network of 35 trains consisting of three 

carriages each would save 1.2 Megawatt 

hours of energy every day - enough to 

light 12,000 homes for an hour!

The unique engineering principles adopted in the 

design of Metrail rolling stock bring significant cost and 

environmental benefits. 

The advanced electric drive train with its on-board 

power supply eliminates the need for the traditional live 

third rail or overhead power lines (catenary). 

The benefits from reduced build time, disruption 

and cost are immediately apparent. Metrail’s lighter, 

self-powered carriages mean the guideway can be of a 

simpler design with no electrical infrastructure.

The Metrail system is far safer for both operator and 

passengers as the traction system operates at low voltage, 

with a central evacuation walkway.

Civil engineering costs are considerably reduced, 

resulting in a more aesthetically pleasing guideway.

▼ Weight of Rolling Stock per Passenger (Kg)



Safety
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

▲ Integrated safety systems are a major feature of the Metrail design

The Metrail Monorail system can run at grade, •	

elevated or underground. 

It provides an additional grade separated transit •	

corridor - Metrail complements rather than competes 

with road traffic.

•	30	metre	turn radius.

Signalling system to the latest Europ•	 ean Standards 

ensures safety at headways < 2 minutes - thus 

enhancing timetable flexibility and service.

Easily upgradeable to fully automatic driverless •	

operations.

Flexible carriage layouts. •	

Walk-through vestibule.•	

Flat floor - no drive wheel protrusion.•	

Cross modal, integrated ticketing - one system •	

covering all public transport modes.

Independently powered carriages allow •	

reconfigurable monorail lengths for changing ridership 

requirements.

Integrated data •	

highway for state-

of-the-art passenger 

information systems.

Versatility

Network Control
Enhanced Automatic Train •	

Protection (e-ATP)  

•	Enhanced	Collision	Avoidance	

System and Drive Control  

•	Signalling	•	Network	Logistics	•	Information	Systems	

•	Communications	•	Glass	Cockpit

● Revenue Collection & Ticketing

Real	Time	Revenue	Monitoring	•	Contactless	&	•	

High	Speed	•	Multiple	Read	•	Fare	Control	&	Renewal	 

•	Gate	Control	•	Cross-Modal	Ticketing		•	Promotion	

&	Advertising	Revenue	•	Multi-Purpose	Options

Metrail rolling stock builds on the unparalleled 

safety record of straddle beam monorails stretching back 

to 1901, acknowledged worldwide as the ideal method of 

mass transit for today and the future.

Grade separated•	

Derailment virtually impossible•	

Zero straddle-beam monorail passenger fatalities in •	

over 100 years use

Metrail runs on low voltage DC which is intrinsically 

safe when compared with conventional rail or monorail 

which typically operate in excess of 750V.

The Metrail system not only provides flexible rolling 

stock, but is fully supported with all the necessary 

safety systems for full network implementation, such as 

signalling, ATC, ATP and communications.

All safety systems conform to the latest international 

standards and feature multiple redundancy for 

failsafe operations.

▼ Network Components
Dual Rail Guideway Pre-Stressed, Post-Tensioned Concrete Beams - Typically Manufactured Offsite

Maximum Grade (est) 15%

Guideway Span 30 metres (Typical)

Stations Steel/Concrete/Fabric Construction

Station Access Multi Level, through Gate Control to Platform

Switching Turntable Switching, Electro-Hydraulic or Multiple Link

Switch Control Auto/Manual with ATP (Automatic Train Protection) Interlocking

Depot Facilities (Prime) Track Loading Crane, Heavy and Light Maintenance, Workshops and Train Cleaning

▼ Typical Operation
Operation Mode Bi-directional, Parallel Operation, Shuttle or Pinched Loop. 

Headway Below 2 minutes

Train Control Driver Controlled or Driverless (Upgrade Option)

Ticketing System Frazer-Nash MIST Contactless System. Seamless Multi-Modal Integration

Gate Access MIST Ticket to Operate Gates and for Revenue Collection

▼ Control Centre Facilities
Mimic Panels, Control Consoles, Communications Consoles. CCTV Security Monitoring and Recording. 
ATC (Automatic Train Control). 
UPS Backup. Fire Control

▼ Communications & Control
Drive and Anciliary Control Frazer-Nash AMPS Multiplexed Data and Control System

Train to Control Centre 
Control Centre to Train

Train to Train

Voice Communications based on Dedicated Cab Radio and additional GSM and 3G Networks. 
Systems Health, CCTV and Positional Data Radio Link. 
Security Systems, Public Address, IT Display Area

▼ Standards (Meet or exceed all applicable BS, EN and UIC Standards)
Operations, (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety - RAMS) IEC 62278

Control Centre Facilities Signalling / Software Systems EN 50126, EN 50128, EN50129

Traction EN 60950 (Electrical Safety)

Braking EN 13452 (Braking Requirements)

Suspension / Chassis / Bogie EN 12663 (Structural - where applicable)

Electrical Systems EN 60950 (Electrical Safety)

▼ Bodywork:
Composites BS3396 - Part 3 Carbon Fibre

Epoxy BS 3534

Polyester BS 3532 - Fire Retardance

▼ Signalling
• Multi-redundant collision avoidance and failsafe watchdog.

• Driver cognisance detection, Enhanced-ATP, ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) dedicated radio and data network based on GSM-R 
using track mounted transponders.

• Backup vehicle location detection via GPS.



METRAIL AG, MYTCHETT PLACE, MYTCHETT, SURREY GU16 6DQ

TEL:	+44	1252	520000	•	FAX:	+44	1252	512130	•	WWW.METRAIL.COM
070308

Specifications

▼ Car Body
Structure Fire Retardant Carbon Fibre/Kevlar & Glass Reinforced Plastic Composite Monocoque

Floor Flat, Lightweight Honeycomb Composite Structure Flooring

Vestibule Walk-through Flat Floor

Air-Conditioning Engine Driven Compressors. Roof Mounted Condenser Units

Doors Electrically Operated, Bi-Parting

▼ Performance
 Plus Super Ultra

Maximum Operating Speed  65kph 75kph 85kph

Maximum Design Speed  100kph 110kph 120kph

Acceleration Rate (Service Max)  0.1g 0.1g 0.1g

Deceleration rate (Service Max)  0.1g 0.1g 0.1g

Deceleration Rate 
(Emergency Max)

 0.135g 0.135g 0.135g

Specifications subject to change without notice.

▼ Electrical & Traction
Traction voltage (nominal) Low Voltage - International Safety Extra Low Voltage Standard

Power Source Advanced Technology Batteries. Latest Generation, Low Emission, Direct Injection Diesel Engine with Generator. 
Solar and Offline Charge Options

Traction Motors Frazer-Nash Low Loss, Permanent Magnet Motors - Air or Liquid Cooled

Power Control Liquid-Cooled Frazer-Nash MOSFET Power Controllers, Distributed Sub-Master and Master Control

System Control Multiple-redundant Proprietary FN-AMPS Multiplexed Control & Supervisory System. 
Tree-Networked Structure

Cab Displays Touch Screen Multi-function Information System and Diagnostics

IT On-board CCTV, IT, GSM-R Radio Communications, Position Sensing, ATP and Network Control Interfacing. 
Driverless ATC Option

Security Proprietary Data Encryption and Authentication

▼ Mechanical
Chassis Structural Steel Spaceframe Construction

Bogies Structural Steel Spaceframe and Aluminium/Steel Castings. Multiple Motor Driveline. 
Innovative Steering Geometries - dramatically reducing tyre wear.

Braking Multi-redundant 4 tier. 
Regenerative Primary, with Air over Hydraulic Secondary and Tertiary plus FN Retarder

Suspension All Independent Spring and Damper on Each Driven Wheel

Stabilisers Straddle Beam Configuration with Hydro-pneumatic Controlled Vertical and Horizontal Stabilisers

Typical Drive-wheel Loadings (Crush 
Capacity)

 Plus Super Ultra
 1,000Kg 1,500Kg 2,000Kg

▼ Dimensions
 Plus Super Ultra

Car Length 
(Excluding coupling & vestibule)

 10,000mm 10,000mm 10,000mm

Car Width  2,700mm 2,800mm 3,000mm

Overall Car Height  4,225mm 5,000mm 5,100mm

Minimum Turn Radius  28 metres 35 metres 40 metres

▼ Capacity Per Car (Typical Configuration)
  End Car   Mid Car

 Plus Super Ultra  Plus Super Ultra

@ 4 passengers/m2  46 67 73  60 88 96

@ 6 passengers/m2  69 101 110  90 133 146

@ 8 passengers/m2  92 123 134  120 155 170


